
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a senior manager, media.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior manager, media

Assist in coordinating product launches and product related marketing
campaigns
Managing team workflow and reallocating / prioritizing work where necessary
to fit capabilities of the team and ensuring high standards are maintained
Media plan execution & measurement – Working with Agency partners &
internal groups, oversight on timely plan execution, including project
management, appropriate trafficking, digital tagging, and on-going
optimization and reporting of performance
Reporting to the Director, Regulatory-Content Distribution and Broadband
Policy, and supporting VP, Regulatory-Media, the primary accountability is to
manage cable-related regulatory matters, specific media-related projects
Create and drive best-in-class Media, Influencer, and Affiliate strategies that
deliver against company objectives and goals
Research, identify, develop and negotiate and maintain relationships with key
Influencers and Partners
Partner closely with internal teams on holistic media strategies and tactics
and custom content development, pushing the envelope on media innovation
and creativity
Support Affiliate Manager through developing holistic Affiliate channel
strategy and synergy with Influencer work
Direct and manage external agencies and vendors
Manage and efficiently optimize the program within budget goals, working
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Qualifications for senior manager, media

Ensure Communication Briefs for each specialist agency is in line with the
brand core creative idea in order to ensure truly liquid & linked connection
plans
Challenge and build on the Business Brief and identify the communication
objective for the IMC
Define the best integration strategy to bring to life the liquid idea across
OESP media channels and relevant consumer connection points
To detect Media opportunities and make the most of them for our brands
ideas
Profound knowledge of media industry, agency business and connection
planning expertise
Experience in managing multiple stakeholders in a matrix organization
external partners


